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Episodic Perspective Taking' 2

Abstract

The study investigated the effects of writers' attending to the

informational needs of their readers(episodic perspective

taking). Specifically, each of 65 college freshman was randomly

assigned to one of three treatment conditions: 1) no attention to
.

audience, 2) attention to audience during prewriting, and 7.)

AtlilLion to audience during revising. Students' pre- And post-
'

FLalt- writing samp les were srorrPd for development, organization,

c,}entiw, coherence, diction, attention to audience, and overall

cluility. Results indicated that attending to audience during

revising is an effective strategy for improving some features of

students' writing.

s
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Epicodic Perspective Taking

Empirical Considerations of Episodic Perspective Taking

Method

Rublerts

Subjects for tho present study were 65 students enrolled in

three sections of English 101, the first "regular-track" course

Ihe two-semeSter freshman compositinn requirement at the

Hni%:erSlty (if Arizona. Placement in the course is based on the

nr.

W.T's swE score comhinPd with A holistir'score on a short

impromptu essay. A. student with an ACT of under 14 may get into

101 if he or she scores a 7 or.8 on the essay. (An essay score is

determined by adding together the scores of 2 raters who have

rated the essay on a 4-point scale.) A student with an ACT score

of 7'.1 may also he placed in 1p1 if the essay score is only a 2 or

a In terms of TSWE scores, a student may gain 101 placement

with a score as low as 37 if he or she earns a 6, 7, or 8 on the

essay. On the other hand, a TISWE score as high as 60 may also

result in a lnl placement if the student earns only a 2 or 3 on

the essay.

Berause there were inGomplete sets of data from 17 students,

(J-Itt from 48 students were used in the study. (11 those 411, 1::

wer .? in the control group, 17 were in the prewriting group, and

1R were in the revising group.)

Sti:n1,11 MaLeriAls

The three of us developed a generic set of directions to

guide students through the drafting of their essays. These
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Epi,v1dic Perspective. Taking 4

dirctions were intended to remind students of some of the

considerations specified in the written assignment, which had

been given to students in all sections of 101. That assignment

asked students first to write about a topic they cared and knew

about. Second, it asked them to consider an audience corisisting

of peers. Third, the assighment vaguely outlined a purpose for

the. Assignment. Fourth, the assignment reminded students to

rnivildei. modes iApprnpriate to heir purposes and topics. Fifth,

4.%gigoment asked students to edit carefully. (The original

assignment appears in Table 1, the first'page of your packets.)

Insert Table 1 about here '

In addition.to the generic directions, we prepared 4 generic

quetiqns that students were to answer in short written

responses. Th4 generic directions and questions were given to all
a

students in the study. However, approximately one-third of the

students were to answer 4 more questions, designed to encourage

then t.n focus on episodic perspective taking as they drafted

their essays. That i s, they were asked to consider their readers'

Priuwledge .of the topic. (The ,jeneric prewriting direction,i, the

frw. ,wneric questions and the four episodic perspective taking

quf.-itions appear in Table 2, the second page of your packet-1.)

Insert Table 2 about here

The we also developed a generic set of directions to guide
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Episodic Perspective Taking

student% as they revised their essays. These directions reminded
C

student% to consider development, ore,anization, and even

5

editorial matters as they revised. Fallowing the directions, four

generic questions focused on the same concerns. Again, all

stuilf-mt% in the study received these directions and questions.

However, one-thi-- of the students were asked to write short

re-iponsps tn four questions intended to focus their attention on

epiiidirl per taking as they revised. (rhil generic

directiooll the fOlir generic quostions, and the four

Opiodic: perspective taking questions appear in Table 3, the

third page of your packets.)

Insert Table 3 about here

Proi.edures

Each of the 65 students in the present study was randomly

assirined to one of 1 treatment grcupst 1) control group, 7)

prewriting group, and 3) revising group. All 3 groups received

the 4fnrementinned generic directions and questions both for

dr .4f 1 ing and revising. The drafiing directions and questictiv.i wet P

rihuted In .zindi.4nts wh?1, thp4y received the written .A.--7,ignment

ihe essay, and the revising instructions were distributed

wtlrri thf, erly drafts were returned to students.

,tridents in the prewriting group received episodic-

per,.0octive- taking quPstions when the generic directions and

+ ions for drafting were di%trihutf.d.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Students in the revising group received episodic-

pertipective-taking questions when the generic directions and

questions were distributed.

When instructors coll,cted students' early and revised

ver.,-..ions n the essays, we photoropied the papers and returned

tng.,0) f) instructors the same day. This procedure, like others in

.Jody, was followed to allow instructors to maintain normal

rf,laion.s in iwi classrooms.

no.._tun 4111I Analysts

The study employed a repeated measures design with ooe trial

factor (version: original and revision) and one grouping factor

(trf-Yatment: control, prewriting, revising).

G(.:(WA.MU

Two experienced university composition instructors scored

th(:A essays for development, organization, syntax, coherence, and

ti nn. Two experienced university composition instructors

sfrired the essay for overall quality (holistically) and for the

dir:(jr rare of attention to audienre. Both sets of judges employed

lirtif srale,i on all depPndent measures. F.or each melure,

from the two judgesi mare added together to create (i

ri .-1Aurci, which was lAter subjected to statistical

ao,lvses. Before the papers were scored, orininal and revised

vr..i(ms were mied together with names removed.

P-7, )r the purpose of calculating agreement between judges,

id-fJical stores or scores that differed by only I point were

( (, ;Ilifared in,tanres of agreemi,ent. that differed by 2 or 7,.)cores
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Pf,rcpective Taking 7

points were considered le; -+ces of disagreement. For the 2

judges who scored the or. .al and revised versions for diction,

syntax, organization, coherence, and development, the Percentage

of greement was 100% an all 10 measures. For the 2 judges who

sciwod both version for overall quality And attention to

Aulitenr:e, the percentages of Agreement were as fol lows: 95. fiX for

orffrri,41 holistic, P13.7% for original audienre, 95.BV. fnr revised

R....3*/. for r-visd aiu

Results

We first subjected gain scores for the three treatment groups

to (Tie-way analyses of variance. ANOVA results indicated a

significant treatment effect only for one dependent measure:

cohi-renre, F (2,45) = 4.263, j = .0202. To further examine this

of we used a Scheffe a pnsteriori contrasts test, whirh

indicated that the mean gain score in coherence was significantly

highw for the revising gronp than for the control group. While

the control group and the prewriting group each experienced

oey4tive gains (or losses) in coherence scores (M = -.31, 5p =

.1.44 And M = -.061 91) =.97, respertively), the rovisinq group

c.mpt-ri-locRd A gAin of .72 (Si) 41- . 75) for that srnrp. ANnVA

indirAtPd that trealmwnt. eFfpcts for 7 othHr dPpendpn

eA-iures approached statistical significance. The p-value for

gat'. --icores in organization was 2 .-- .074A, and for gain scores in

yril 1.! it wa.-; 2 = .0896. ANOVA results for gains In diction,

dev,I,Tment, attention to audience, and overall quality did not.

kpp,, At' h r.al f 1 ranrce.
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Epi,,odic Per Taking 8

Expecting the prewriting group to perform better than the

other two groups did on original versions of the essays, we

submitted each of the seven dependent measures for that version

170 4 one-way ANOVA. Results indicated that there were no

siljilificant differences on the original version for any of the

swvon measures.

We next looked more specifically at differences between the

pr,-writiuq And revising treatment% for var of the dependent:

olf-1,-.111res mentiuned above. We used a %Rrles of t. - -tests to examinia

}vitt ,_afiprt44, of titles.? 1reatmont.s. For 4 of the measures (gains in

diction, development, attention to audience, and overall quality)

we found no significant differences between the prewiting and

re,,sing groups. However, t-tests did reveal significant

differences for the remaining three measures: gains in syntax,

oruAnization, and cohe:-ence. Those results appear in Table 4:

Table 4

qignifirant Gain-Score Differences for Two Treatment Groups

Prewriting Group Revising Group
Mea-,ure pp M SD t p

svntAx .06
nr- i , in 1 7 At i cin .0
cnh.,venre -.06

.66
t.n
.97

.67

.R9

.72

1.14
1.41
..N

--.:-, .-)

-,..-i.i.

-2.16
-2.66

.02B
_u-.-'9

.112

In' rientAlly, thf3 glIns for the rontrn1 group on earh of these three

me,4,mres were as follows:

(--,yr,tAx .29

nrginiz-tin -.08

SD

.99

1._15

9
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Episodic Perspective Taking 9

coherence -.31 1.44

We were also interested in overall gain scores--scores for

the three groups combined. For this purpose we ran a series of

matched-pairs t-tests between Scores on original and revised

drafts. Those t- -tests indicated that revising resulted in gains

for TI11 7 measures, but there were no significant differences.

ueliwi ranged from a low of .167 for r:oherence to a high of

.5(1 for overA11 quAlity.

We Alw$0 imankf-.d to examine the strength of relationshOs

het ween sots of measures for the 48 sets of papers !nclud d in

the study. To do this, we computed Pearson Product-Moment

Correlation coefficients for each of all possible sets of

-,ea5ures for each draft of the papers and for the gains. Tahle 5

rnntAins Pearson coefficients for :.;,else vAriables that were most

strnnuly related--those with r's greater than .60. Each of the

cnrre1ations was significaAt at or below the .001 level.

Table 5

Correlations Between Selected Sets of Variables

roreOtions on Original Prafts

O1 cfinn/9ynfax .79
Hirinh/develnpmrnt .64
r)r VI 1 :*.1 t Inn/rnherence .73
oru4h1.4tion/development .75
rnh..brpnre/develnpment .62
°N./1 .r '411/Audi enre .69

Cnrrolal-Inns an Revised Drafts

dicion/syntax .73
dirtion/c.oherence .72
dictinn/develnpment .66
-,yioav/nrgani7ation .64

10
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Epitiodic Perspective faking 10

syntax/coherence .73
synta.1/development .70
organization/coherenre .85
or .86
rnherence/development .88
overall/audience .83

rorrelations for Gain Scores

organization/coherence .A9
organiz.ation/development .71
overall/audience .61

Discussion

For several reasons, we wish to he cautious in inerpreting

the results of this study. First, we need to remind you that

subject mortality was high. When we initially entered the three

sertions of English 101 to giye directions to students, there

were 78 students enrolled An those sections. 8y the time we

gathered the first batch of data, 13 students had dropped those

sections. And.then, when we had finished gathering data, we nad

cumplete sets from only 48 students. As a result, we ended up

with relatively small group sizes.

We need to he cautious for a second reason, which relates to

studw-its. responses to the generic and episodic-perspective-

tot-lug questions. We did remove from the study any student whn

.111 ilt rt4sqinnd to eves -y que.ition, And this proredure did worsen

th,u -.,thjo(f mnrtatity proldem. We did nnt, however, mare any

qn,ditative or quantitative distinctions among types of responses

to quo-itions. Wo did notire, however, --and we must confessthat

som., cf (hose responses were perfunrtory. All responses assured

us I-hat students had read the questions, but sow left us

wfw1.-4rInij how mlich thought: students had invested in their

11 BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Epi-iodic Perique-A-Om Taking 11

responses.

EVen given our propensity for c'autibn, though, there seems

to he some roam for optimism. First, ANOVA results indicated that

the reviqing group had a significantly greater gain in coherence

than did the control grcn&p. Further, ANOVA results indicated that

gain% in organization and syntax were nearly significant.

Also, t-tests indicated that the revising group had

siquiHr,Aritly greater gains than the prewriting group on the

olp:k-ifiri4 of ;yriax, organi7ation, and raherPnre. Additinnally;

that urnup had (y eater gains, although not significant apes, on

development and overall quality.

These results seem to suggest, but by no means prove, that

episodic-perspective-taking e;cercises may aid students as they

revise. The fact that the prewriting. group did not out-perform

the other groups on the original versions, though, seems also to

suggest that episodic-perspective-taking exercises may be wire

effective as revising exercises than prewriting exercises.

These results seem to support some of Peter Elbow's notions

aheut audienre. In Writing With Power, FlboW comments on audience
r

AS 4.4p-ly As ihe first page of the-first chapter.. He does not give

11 full attfantinn, though, entil Chapter 17, the first of four

deAliiig with audience.' By this point in the honk, as yo)

refll, he has, for the most part, finished discussing invention

stratf4g10,1. He e!fplores a variety rf ways that audiences aff.4ct

wrttfar%. in Chapter 19, entitled "Audience as Focusing Force," he

urf,flrentraters1 on audience as a kind of magnetic field which

P:--rt.t, an nrgani7ing or focusing force on our words. As we come

12 BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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closer to an audience, its field of force tends to pull our words

intc; shapes or configurations determined by its needs or point of

View. As we move farther away from the audience, our words are

freer to rearrange themselves, to bubble and change and develop,

to 4ollow their own whims, without any interference from the

needs nr orientation of the. audience" (p. 191). Well, I,dnn't

know that I can say that Elbow would take delight in our results,

but i r dne %PPM that our results cnincide with Elbow's notinns

1hr-in t the time to ask writers to serinuslv consider audirinr!es.

Our results also relate tc, some of the findings of Linda

Flower and John Hayes. In their article "The Cognition of

Discovery: Defining a Rhetorical Problem," which appeared in the

February iss,r of cgc, they state: "A rhetorical situation is the

name we assigi o the givens with whirha writer must work,

namoly, the audience and assignment" (p. 26). They go on to note

that, "The writer's initial analysis of the assignment and

audience was usually hrief. Most writersboth novice and expert-

-plunged quickly into generating ideas, but often returned to

rernnsider these givens later" (p. 26). In the article, Flower

And Hayes go on to talk about a writer's considering "the affect

thf. wrttpr waiJs to have on the reader". They note that "line of

thrs hAllmarls of the goods writers was the time they spent

thioPtng about how they wanted to affect the reader" (p. 27).

F=low,-.r and Hayes conrlude the article by noting that "the ability

to ftplore a rhetorical problem is eminently teachable" ip. 31).

ThP, reasults of our study suggest that this ability may be easily

t

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Epi.,,ndic Perspective Taking 13

In their article "Plans That Guide the Composing Process,"

Which appears in Frodericksen and Dominic_ 's Writing: Process,

Devp.lopment and Communication (LEA, 1981), describe "reader-

based plans" for produl:ing 4 paper. These "Reader-focuses plans

ocrur when writers spend a great deal of time considering who

their audience is and developing plans or strategies based on

whAt the reader might assume, objects to, or need to know" (p.

4R). Again in this article, they assert that teachers need to

"intorqene at points in the writing proresc; that (-mad do writers

the mnst good--as they are actually engaged in the act of

writing" (p. 59). And again our results seem to suggest the same

thing--at least in terms of aadience awareness.

If I may dwell a little longer on the work of Flower and

Hayes--or at least the work of half of that team, Linda Flower.

In the Second Edition of her book, Problem-Solving Strategies for

Wrif,ing, she gives nine "steps and strategies for the composing

process." The fifth step is to "Know the Needs of Your Reader,"

and tne sixth is to "Transform Writer-Based Prose Into Reader-

Baed Prose." As with Elbow, Flower treats this focus on audience

aft,,er she has treated invention strategies. Her notions about

at,.ntion tri audience, like Elbow's, coincide with what our

ralitc suggest: that attention to episodic perspective taking

can he an aid to revising.

Sondra Peri, in her December 1980 CCC article entitled

"Understanding Composing," refers to this attention as prolective

structuring, which she defines as "the ability to craft what one

inf.nris to say so that it is intelligible to others" (p. 7.68) She

14 BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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f,tates that arojective structuring fails to help a writer if he

or she treats it. as the whole process, rather than a part of it.

She adds that "For projective structuring to function fully,

writers need to draw on their capacity to mnve away from their

own words, to decenter from the page, and to project themselves

into the role of the reader" (p. 36R).

Finally, and more generally, i think that our results seem

try Jr-respnod to Donald Rubin's description of cognitive

dev,,lopmental models of the role n+ audience in composing:

One of the more germane findings of

studies of composing processes pertains

to the temporal relationship between

and awareness ant other asp; acts of

composing, invention in particular.

CognItive developmental models tend to

portray audience adaptation as a post

hoc editing operation, imposing

constraints on already fully formed

content. Such models suggest that

rommunicator;6 encode events for

themselves, and then rernde them for

alidir4ncos. (214)

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Table 1

Absignment Esuay One, First Version, English 101, Fall, 19b4

Since people write best about what they know best, think of a subject
about which you know more than most people do, whether that be chess or omelets,
rock-climbing or scouting, horses or science fiction, a place or a person, the
flute or the future, Agatha Christie mysteries, Bogart films, or Mash reruns.
(Construct your own shorter list of possibilities.)

Your audience for this writing is, first, your instructor, since Freshman
Composition Is a course required by the college you are in, whatever major.
you have chosen or will choose, and since what you are writing will be evaluated.
But your audience is also the other members of the class and perhaps even all
readers of .A Student's Guide to Freshman Composition (all of next year's freihmen,their instructors, and many Arizona high school seniors and their teachers).
Regard this audience as consisting of educated fellow writers, persons interestedin what genuinely interests other people. At the same time, they, like you,probably want to read only what is cle.arly and vividly written. This naturaldesint of readers means work for the writer.

Your primary purposes for writing this essay are probably to fulfill the
writing assi;pment and to pass-the course. But in order to do this, you need toassign yourself other purposes, such as to interest your audience (and yourself)
by writing well about a subject of genuine interest to you (and therefore to us).

Any subjeci; can be thought about in many ways. For this first assignment,'
think about your subiect by observing its details and drawing inferences aboutthem, by defining terms essential to it so that readers can understand it as
you_ do, by classifying it into types or dividing it into its essential parts
so that you can explain it more effectively to your readers, and by illustratingit with spacific examples so that you can help your readers to experience itas you do. Your finished essay may include only the best of this thinking (inon or more of the modes just described), organized clearly into points (subideaso' topic sentences), and details that support a central idea (assertion or
thesis statement).

The finished essay should be about 700 words (the equivalent of three typed,
double-spaced pages with one-inch margins). It should have a title to interest
your readers and to indicate its subject. It should also contain essential
information in a heading in the right-hand upper corner: your name, the course
and section number, your instructor's name, and the date. (See Handbook,
pp, 135-136, "The Final Copy.")

CCCC Convention
Minneapolis, March 1985
Duane H. Roan
Dept. of 4nglish
University of Arizona
Tucson., AL 85721
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Table 2

NAME

You have alreiady considered several factors that are very important to
the essay you're writing. First, you've been asked to write about a subjectthat you think you know a little bit better than most people do. Second,you've been given instruction'on several modes of composition from which tochoose the mode bust suited to your specific topic. Third, your assignment
sheet briefly discusses your purposes for writing this particular essay onthis particular topic. And fourth, you have diqined and done some thinking
about the audience for your essay.

Careful attention to all of these factors should help you tremendously
as you write your essay. There are, in addition, several more points which
you should find helpful. Please consider the following points before writ-ing your essay, and respond to them in writing on the back of this sheet.First, briefly respond to the following four questions about your topic:

it?

1.) Why did you choose this particular topic?

2.) What is it about this topic that interests you enough to write about

3.) How have you obtained your knowledge of this topic?

4.) Why do you feel that this topic is worthy of writing an essay about?

Now you should focus on several features of your audience which may affect
the writing of your essay. Address the following points before you begin.
writing the essay. Please be us thorough and specific as possible.

5.) Make a list of those things your readers most likely already know
about your topic.

6.) Now list those things which your readers probably don't know about
your topic, and which they will need to know in order to understand youressay.

7.) Briefly explain how you decided what your audience's prior knowledge
or lack of prior knowledge was about your topic. Try to explain how ou knew
what your audience did or did not know.

8.) Now take a few moments to really consider your answers to points 5,6,and 7 above. Now that you have focused on these points, hcw will you adapt
your essay to accomodate your readers? tie as specific as possible.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE



Table 3
NOV

w

Now that the rough draft of your essay has been returned to you aad you
are set to begin revising, there are many things for you to consider to de-
termine how best to revise your essay. Central among your consideration,;
will be the aspects of ccaceptual, organizational, and editorial revision
which your text and instructor have discussed. Taking the time to carefully
examine each of these considerations will help you along tb a successful re-
vision of your essay.

The following points are designed to help you get focused on some of
the important aspects of revision. As you did when writing your essay, take
the time .to consider these points before you begin revising, and respond to
them on the back of this sheet.

First, briefly respond to the following four questions, considering how
each of the points raised will affect your revision:

l.) Are totkre any ideas you need to alter, add, or leave out? Briefly
explain why or why not.

2.) Du.you need to make any dramatic changes in the essay's overall
organization? Explain why.

3.) Do you need to reorganize any of the paragraphs? How and why?

4.) How aware do you need to be of mechanics, punctuation, and grammar
as'you begin your revision?

.Next you should focus ^rt several features of your audience which may
affect the revising of your essay. Address the following points before you
beg: the revision. Please be as thorough and specific as possible.

5.) Mike a list of these things your readers most likely already know
about your topic.

/-
6.) Now list those things which your readers probably don't know about

your topic, and which they will need to know in order to understand your essay.

7.) Briefly explain how you decided what your audience's prior knowledge
or lack of prior knowledge was about your topic. Try to explain how you knew
what your audience did or did not know.

8.) Now take a few moments to really consider your answers to points 5, 6,
and 7 above. Now that you have focused on these points, how will you adapt
your essay to accomodate your readers? Be as specific as possible.
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Table 4

Significant Gain-Score Differences for Two Treatment Groups

Prewriting GrouR Revising Group

Measure M SD SD

syntax .06 .66 .67 1.14 -2.32 .028

orgo ization .00 1.00 .89 1.41 -2.16 .039

coherence -.06 .97 .72 .75 -2.66 .012

Table 5

Correlations Between Selected Sets of Variables

Correlations on Original Drafts

diction/syntax .79
diction/development .64
organization/coherence .73
organization/development .75
coherence/6evelopment .62
overall/audience .69

Correlations on Revised Drafts

diction/syntax .73
diction/coherence .72
diction/development .66
syntax/organization .64
syntax/coherence .73
syntax /development .70
organization/coherence .85
organization/development .86
coherence/development .88
overall/audience .83

Correlations for Gain Scores

organization/coherence .69
organization/development .71
overall/audience .61
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